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The post-war years set art production into a tumultuous churn 
of actions and reactions with a speed and drama perhaps 
never seen before or since. The bravura gestures of abstract 
expressionism and Pop Art’s flamboyant reaction to mass-culture 
of the late 1950s gave way to the simple geometric forms of 
Minimalism in the 1960s, devoid of figuration, texture, expression, 
and metaphorical association. No sooner had this movement 
gained traction than was born its corresponding reaction, Post-
Minimalism, which rejected the smooth, polished and controlled 
in favour of more open, pliable structures and incorporating 
elements of performance and site-specificity. At the core of all 
these movements, some short-lived, others leaving long legacies 
and many deeply at odds with one another, was the desire to break 
free from the physical and intellectual framework of what preceded.

In many ways, Etrog and Moore may be seen as outsiders to the 
individual parts that made up this storm of change, but not to 
the whole that was its driving force. The careers of both artists 
spanned the century that witnessed the complex transition from 
Modernism to Post-Modernism, and both had clear associations 
with Surrealism: Moore exhibited at the International Surrealist 
Exhibitions in London 1936 and Paris 1938, and the younger 

Etrog was deeply influenced by the movement, collaborating with 
surrealists and neo-surrealists Eugene Ionesco, Samuel Beckett, 
John Cage and Marshall McLuhan. But neither attached himself 
to any specific movement or “ism” invented in the later twentieth 
century. Moore’s near imperviousness to the boom and bust of 
various post-war art manias can be at least partially attributed 
to his existing entrenchment in the art establishment during the 
period: by the late 1940s Moore was already a worldwide celebrity, 
winning the International Sculpture Prize at the Venice Biennale 
in 1948, receiving increasingly important sculpture commissions 
in the decades that followed, and furthermore was a trustee of 
the Tate Gallery from 1941 to 1948 and from 1949 to 1956, and 
of the National Gallery from 1956 to 1974. Although serving as 
an important influence to many younger artists, Moore and his 
work served in near equal measure as a reaction point among the 
artists of the generation that followed him due to his status as a 
“giant” of British modernism. 

Etrog is a similarly singular figure, standing somewhat apart from 
the artistic movements that preoccupied his contemporaries in 
the 1960s and 1970s. Though thirty-five years Moore’s junior 
and thus too young to have experienced the horrors of WWI and 
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WWII firsthand as Moore did, Etrog was no stranger to life in 
conflict zones, having spent his childhood fleeing Nazi and Soviet 
persecution in his native Romania before his family immigrated 
to Israel in 1950. Like Moore, who left London for Hertfordshire 
in 1940, Etrog preferred seclusion and life out of the nucleus of 
the art world. In 1963, Etrog visited Florence for the first time and 
quickly formed a strong attachment to the medieval elegance of 
the small city and the natural beauty of the surrounding region. 
He returned the following year, and soon took an apartment and 
a studio there. Once introduced to the owner of a nearby foundry, 
Fiesole became Etrog’s second home for the two decades that 
followed. Honours and accolades were plentiful for Etrog during 
the ensuing years; he represented Canada at the Venice Biennale 
in 1966, received a major commission for Expo ’67 in Montreal, 
exhibited at the Carnegie International in Pittsburgh, the Museum 
of Modern Art in New York, the Guggenheim and the Centre 
Pompidou in Paris, and was honoured by a major retrospective in his 
adopted hometown of Toronto at the Art Gallery of Ontario in 2013.

When looking at the graphic work of these two sculptors, the 
viewer can easily differentiate those that take sculpture as their 
subject from works that were conceived with two dimensions 
in mind. Titles often provide the necessary clue (as in Etrog’s 
Study for Sculpture), and both artists frequently depict a plinth 
under their subject, giving away at least a piece of their thought 
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process. But many of the graphic works stand alone as two-
dimensional explorations: Moore’s Hand of the Artist studies, as 
well as the works in his Elephant Skull portfolio, demonstrate keen 
and delicate attention to the view from a singular perspective; 
conversely, Etrog’s figure drawings regularly float free from the 
constraints of spatial perspective and are clearly not destined 
for direct translation into three dimensions. That both artists 
used graphic media consistently in both of these modes makes 
their two-dimensional work even more compelling to scrutinize. 
The conclusion: common to both approaches is a continuous 
confrontation with the struggle to express on paper the intangible 
aura that exists around a physical object in space. 
  
In Moore’s and Etrog’s sculpture, as in their graphic work, the 
relationship between the “whole” and the “part” are a constant 
preoccupation. This is true in the literal sense, in terms of the 
physical parts of an object that make up the whole, as well as in 
the conceptual perceptions of “part” and “whole”—the parts of 
an object that are visible from a single perspective, for example. 
Over the course of their careers, each artist developed a unique 
vocabulary to interpret and explore this tension between the 
“whole” and the “part”. Moore reduced his subjects, primarily 
human figures, to their essential mass, manipulating proportion 
and sublimating detail. Despite this frequent paring-down of 
component parts, each figure’s place on the spectrum between 
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languidness and tension—the expression made by the “whole”—
remains utterly legible. Etrog’s form of reduction takes a different 
approach: exposing the parts that make up the whole by using 
metallurgical and mechanical language to create invented, 
exaggerated structural anatomies for his subjects in which the 
joining of parts gains equal weight and, at times, takes over the 
whole. Etrog’s fixation with parts and whole was so fundamental 
to his practice that the stages of his career can be divided among 
his joinery method of choice (“links”, “screws and bolts”, “hinges”, 
among others). It is precisely these philosophical approaches to 
the relationship between the “part” and the “whole” that came 
to define Moore’s and Etrog’s œuvres, and is at the root of their 
signature consistency across two long and prolific careers.
 
Despite the reduction of detail and overall schematization in their 
work, neither Moore nor Etrog were Minimalists, a prevailing 
movement that left a lasting legacy in the decades that followed 
its zenith, particularly among sculptors. But the relationship 
between Moore’s and Etrog’s graphic œuvres with their primary 
medium of sculpture is well-summarized by Robert Morris in his 
influential essay on Minimalist sculpture published in Artforum 
in 1966. He writes, “[the] experience of solids establishes the 
fact that, as in flat forms, some configurations are dominated by 
wholeness, others tend to separate into parts.” The sculptor’s 
unique experience of solid form yields an even greater sensitivity 
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to the importance of the relationship between the whole and 
the part, which applies equally to flat forms: the tendencies of 
familiar configurations, the delicacy of their balance, the subtlety 
of their interplay, and the impact of their manipulation. These 
works demand the question: when presented with a sheet of 
paper, does the sculptor attempt to collapse the third dimension, 
and does he succeed? The possibility of an affirmative answer is 
what makes an encounter with the graphic works of Henry Moore 
and Sorel Etrog so extraordinary.

by JENNIFER WITHROW
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